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As Leemarys, a New York City teacher quoted, “What keeps me going? Though teaching can be tough and exhausting, seeing children all excited about learning and seeing their progress is what motivates me to carry on teacher.”

There are sense of importunity that clarify minds with methodical mindfulness. Teachers simply composed in the crucial stage in molding the minds of every individual in the future, be directly involved in our country’s development problems. How effectively are perform this role, would depend more on the motivation and attitude we bring to our classrooms than on the mass of knowledge between our ears. Rather emphasizing non-sense subject, we should instead bring into our classroom the enthusiasm, the attitude, the motivation and the approaches which made our pupils as powerful and knowledgeable as we are.

When teachers recognize that we are partners with our student’s in life long journey, we started to deal with them the respect they deserved for imply being, then we are on the road to becoming worthy teachers. When they reached the peak of their studies, teachers may feel overawed and grateful of the kind of graduates they produced. All the hardships are rewarded, knowing that these individuals are incapable at the start, but succeeded and now are known in the world where they belong.
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